Her Career, Tiffany’s Story

All I want is to help you create your version of a temple.

House titled This Can Be Beautiful displays this passion

At home, at work, wherever it is your heart resides,

for transformation, which continues throughout my

I want you to unleash the spirit in your personal space,

television career, from my first show on HGTV Canada,

and uncover the purpose of your soul. Design is in

Buy IT, Fix IT, Sell IT, to the last five seasons of HGTV

everything and is not about styling for the moment, but

Canada’s Home To Win and the heartwarming new

about designing for who we are and expressing that in

series Family Home Overhaul, as well as a new show

our choices. As an artist, a creative director, a maker,

on Food Network Canada. And on my podcast, The

an author, a speaker, a television personality and a

Love Jam, which has run for four seasons, I set aside my

podcaster, my goal has always been the same: to be

visual work to seek a transformation of another kind:

fully myself and help people feel connected to who

the emotional aspect of our lives.

they are on the inside so we can transform their outside
dreams and goals authentically.

Throughout my career, I’ve been a spiritual insider: a
pusher of art and a builder of hearts. From interior

For almost 10 years, I worked in fashion and beauty

design, commercial design, art direction, product design,

in New York before returning to my Canadian roots.

DIY, installations, writing, painting, speaking, podcasting

In 2008, I opened up my own art studio Glitter Pie,

or styling, my medium is color, and my message is love.

where I taught children and adults the true magic of
making—focusing not on what things were but what
they can become! My book with Penguin Random

Let’s make magic together.

THIS CAN BE BEAUTIFUL

